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CAMPUS LEAGUE REQUEST:
DO NOT CUT CAMPUS*

The Rotunda
FARMVILLE, VA., WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1943

VOL. XXII

UNCLE SAM'S REQUEST
BUY BONDS FOR VICTORY!

No. 24

Discover All of America Bell, Whittle, Lead Governor Darden Will Deliver
S. 0. Activities
Mints Tells College Group U.
On College Campus Commencement Address June 1
Lecturer Spoke
Yesterday, Today
"Have you discovered America?" Dr. Edwin Mims. lecturer
•nd author, answered this question in a number of ways in Ml
talk last night in the auditorium.
He elaborated on the discovery,
•rst of the land, then the government, the literature, the physical aspects, and finally the fine
Arts. He told the interested audience many different aids for a
more complete discovery of America.
[ "We can discover America by
the aid of symbols". Dr. Mims
pointed out. "Our flag which
can mean so much to our soldiers
lighting in Guadalcanal should
symbolize as much to us here at
home."
"Uncle Sam, that kindly old
gentleman, who has represented
the wealth mul generosity of the
Unit id States, now represents our
grimness and determination to
Win this great war in which we
ere now engaged." the well-known
speaker on college campuses continued
He also pointed to the
Bteture of Liberty as a symbol not
only to the citizens of this country, but to all the world, of the
hope which America offers. Paraphrasing Whitman, whom he
knows so well, Dr Mims stated
Continued on Page 3

Five Students Added
To Local Committee

Crawford Will
Lead A. K. G.

Marilyn Bell, sophomore from
Richmond, was selected last weekend to head the College USO committee for next spring succeeding
Margaret Kitchin. who will graduate in June. Ophelia Whittle, of
Hannah Lee Crawford, recently Pc ti'isburg. was chosen vice chairelected vice-president of Student man to replace Margaret Bowling
Government from Farmville, was who will also graduate.
elected president of the Joan j Marilyn lias been extremely acCircle of Alpha Kappa Gamma.1 tive in campus affairs during her
national honorary fraternity for two years here, having been on
women m leadership, at the regu- the Debate team, and on the Panlar meeting on Wednesday night. hellenic Council, as well as an ofApril 14 She will succeed Jane ficer in her class. Ophelia, also a
rcphomcre. is a class representaSanford in this position.
Prances Lee Hawthorne. South; tive on government and played on
Boston, was elected vice-president' the class hockey team.
to succeed Betty Younberg. while! Five new members have recently
Ella Banks Weathers. Lexington.1 been added to the College U. S. O.
was elected secretary to succeed committee. Margaret Kitchin. rethis
Agnes Patterson. Patsy Connelly tiring chairman, revealed
Ltbanon. will take over the duties week. They are Jac Parden. Pat
as treasurer, succeeding Betty Garth, Martha Higgins. Emily
Carper, and Lucy Harvie.
Boutchard.
The U. S. O. committee was orThe purpose of Alpha Kappa
Gamma is four-fold: to foster ganized on the campus last year
high ideals and to set up high as part of the College War Counstandards for those women who cil, but this year because of inhave proven themselves most em- creased activities is working as a
inent in constructive leadership: separate unit. It serves as a sort
to promote coordination of various of clearing house organization for
colkge activities: to preserve the all student contributions toward
ideals and traditions of the school: the building of morale of the serand to bring the faculty and stu- vicemen.
Through the U. S. O. commitdents together on a basis of mutee dances are being held for the
tual interest.
servicemen in the Parmville Armory whenever possible. In addidition refreshments are served to
the men at the Parmville U. S. O.
Center on Sunday afternoon and
on Saturday nights when there is
At a recent meeting of Pi KapContinued on Page 4
pa Delta, honorary fraternity for
Out of the 138 members of the
debaters, Marilyn Bell, sophomore senior class, seven have definitely
from Richmond was elected pres- made arrangements for thir future
ident for the coming year to re- work.
place Virginia Sedgley. Marilyn
Margaret Louise Bowling, Roaha* been an active member of noke: Mary Piddle Haymes, IrvOn Monday afternoon. April 19
the Debate Club for two years ington; Susie Moore. Richmond: at 5 o'clock, at a call meeting of
besides being a member of Pi and Anne Price. Rice are going as Sigma Pi Rho. Latin honor society,
Kappa Delta
She is also active chemists to the DuPont plant in the officers for the ensuing year
In other extra curricular activ- Richmond. The work in the plant were elected. Frances Lee Hawities
Is divided between laboratorians, thorne, junior from South Boston,
The new officers of the Debate who do the routine work by shifts, was elected president to succeed
Club recently elected are Alice and analyists, who work by the Violet Woodall; Mary St. Clair
Nichols, sophomore from Lynch- day. The girls are planning to be Bugg. junior of Parmville, sucburg, succeeding Virginia Sedgley analyists, and their work will be ceeds Eleanor Boothe, as viceas president; Betty Cock, fresh- to analyze materials to keep them president; Margie Lee Culley. junman, from Hampton, vice-pres- up to standards in order that the ior from Newport News, succeeds
ident, succeeding Mildred Altice; products which are produced will Martha Anderson, as secretary and
Betty Adams, freshman from be up to standard.
treasurer; Mary Wood House, junRichmond, secretary, succeeding
Marjoric Pelts, Ivor, will teach ior from Prospect, succeeds Anne
Alice Nichols and Marilyn Bell. English and history in South Nor- Price, as reporter.
Secretary and treasurer respec- folk High School, while Myrtle
Sigma Pi Rho is a national Lattively last year: and Virginia Via, Jenkins. Culpeper. is planning to in fraternity, and the Virginia AlSophomore from Critz. historian, teach in Culpeper County.
pha Chapter has been active in
succeeding Myrtle Jenkins. Miss
Ella Hutchison. Newport, will its activities for many years.
Mary E. Peck was accepted as do past graduate work at the UniMiss Minnie V. Rice is the faCounselor.
versity of North Carolina.
culty advisor for the chapter.

Bell, Nichols, Head
PDK, Debate Club
For New Term

Hawthorne Elected
Vice-President

Results Beginning:
To Show In Seniors'
Search for Careers

Right Reverend William A. Brown
Prexy of Student
To Give Baccalaureate Sermon May i
Body Announces
Colgate Whitehead Darden. Jr.,
Appointed Council
governor of Virginia, will make
New Members
Assume Duties

Mary Evelyn Pearsall. president
of the Student Government Association, recently announced the
appointment of the College War
Council.
Sue Harper, junior from Richmond who was recently appointed
Pire Chief, will serve on the Air
Raid committee to succeed Elizabeth Bernard. The work of this
group is to assist in taking charge
of Are protection and evacuation.
Patsy Connelly, junior from Lebanon who was recently elected
president of the Athletic Association, will lead the Physical FitCOLGATE W. DARDEN, JR
ness committee, succeeding Hallie
Hillsman.
Ella Banks Weathers, junior
from Lexington who is editor of
The Rotunda, will serve as chairman of the Publicity committee,
succeeding Jane Sanford. She
BV# <JK 19 A
will direct the publicity pertain- »*
This week the May Day pracing to the college defense protices are being combined in the
gram.
Louise Bell, junior from Berry- gym before mass rehearsals out
ville, will serve as chairman of i of doors next week.
the Morale committee, succeed-1 Anne Ellett, general chairman
ing Eleanor Folk. The work of' of May Day, has commended the
this committee Is to establish and cooperation of the girls teaching
maintain a high standard of mo- the dances and the pianists; how■ ■vi•!■. there are always those few
rale among the students.
Frances Strohecker. junior from who fail to show up when the
Boydton. will head the Consumer practice time rolls around.
The costume heads have disEducation group, succeeding Charlotte ' Greeley. Nell Holloway. tributed all dresses, according
sophomore from Purdy, will serve to an announcement made reas chairman of the First Aid cently by Anne Ellett. All money
group, succeeding Shirley Turner. for costumes must be paid to
Virginia Treakle, freshman Rosalie Rogers or Mildred Corfrom Toano, will lead the Red vin by the end of this week. Those
Cross Cooperation group, succeed- girls who have not made their
ing Nancye Allen. The main costumes should go to the sewing
purpose of this group is to work clinic on second floor library hall
in collaboration with the Red on Tuesday and Thursday from
Cross chapter in helping to roll three to five o'clock. The Home
bandages for men in the armed Economic girls will be there to
assist in making the costumes.
services.
On Monday and Tuesday, April
Continued from Page 3
26 and 27. there will be mass rehearsal of everyone in May Day
from 4 to 6 p. m. in front of the
library. At the mass rehearsal
on Wednesday. April 28. the orThe College Orchestra under the chestra and chorus will also pracdirection of Miss Lisabeth Pur- tice, and practice will begin at
dom. gave a second concert in 3:30 and extend until 6 p. m.
chapel on Friday. April 16. The The lab professors have agreed
program included "Tone Poem", that all girls having lab come as
"Hungarian Dance No. 5" and I early as passible so that they
The Sleeping Beauty Waltz" by may get out in time for practice
Continued on Page 4
the entire orchestra. Mr. Steward of the Hampden-Sydney faculty offered a cello solo "The
Swan", and "Nadine Waltz" was
played by Ash Wiley on the saxophone.
A recent check of the library
Playing in the orchestra are
writing captions for snapshots Boyd Coyner, clarinet; Ash Wiley, records indicates S44.44 is out and measuring space. <A ruler clarinet; Mr. Stewart, cello; Don itandlng in fines incurred by the
is the essential instrument in get- Foley. base trombone; Bill Lacy, college students on overdue and
ting out any publication—every- cornet; Patricia Ann Osborne. rtOtaJ books. In the past weeks
. Bntl luivr Ix'in
' nt
thing must be measured to the xylophone; James Grainger, flute; UM I
nth part of an inch.i The liter- Annette Grainger, flute;
Ada written not lies by the library
ary staff pounded the type writer Claire Snyder, piano: Ann Brooks, staff and a goodly number of the
while the typists read proof.
violin; and Lucy Lancaster, !m. have been paid. TIKI inanv
of them remain unpaid and tl
Every once in a while Mr. Mac violin.
the assumption that the students
would appear, suggest and joke.
would take it upon themssivi i"
Then there was that angel, Mr.
pay these fines without undue
French, who when everyone was
pressure has apparentlv bssd unin the depths of despair and
warranted, the Library has inipaper and hunger appeared with
an angel food cake.
Betty Watts, of Portsmouth, tiated a new and omswhst undented procedure for bringAnd then there were errands was elected president of '-he Assoto run—to the business depart- ciation for Childhood Education ing the outstanding fines to the
at the club's meeting last Wed- students' attention
ment to use a typewrite
A second notice will be
and to Susie's room to find nesday.
Other officers elected are Mil- to all students who
this or that—to be registrar's office to look up elusive data—"Who dred Wilson, vice-president; Mar- tomorroi April 22. In cooperais that girl—I never heard of garet Pattie, secretary; Jocelyn tion With the librarian, the Roher!)—to the publication's office Gillum. treasurer: and Margaret tunda will publi li n'xt wick the
Thomas, head of the ways and names of all girls who have not
—and so on In a vicious circle.
paid these lines In Monday. April
When it was finally done, when Means committee.
Miss Gessie Jeter spoke at the 26.
each page had been checked and
Of BOUI I I"" I "I "■' """ nt
rechecked. the staff went silently meeting on the subject. "Food and
and thankfully home to rest until Nutrition for the Child in War pay then fines in the normal
Continued M Page 3
Times.
Continued on Page 4

May Day Practices
Combined Previous
To Mass Rehearsal

Hawthorne Becomes
Sigma Pi Rho Prexy

College Orchestra
Presents Program

'PuttingOut The Virginian'IsFun, But
Where Is That?
The Virginian goes to press.
Packed and jammed with the doings of S. T. C.'ers for one year,
1942-4.!. it IS at last Off to the
printers. Was that a sigh of
relief you hear from Susie Moore.
edi tor- in -chief and woman of all
work? Could be.
Have you ever edited an annual? There's supposed to be a
deadline. All material should be
In by such and such a date. But
What happens? When that last
week end rolls around there is
still a lot to be done: Write-ups
to be lengthened. vA-ite-ups to
be shortened, pictures captions
l to be written, pictures to be in\ dexed and identified . . . Then
everything must be proof-read
land stamped and typed and
[ checked for length.
Saturday afternoon over in the
■Physics lab is a scene of conful*ion. Proofs, dummy pages, snapshots, write-ups, people are spread
In hap hazard manner covering
tables, chairs and floor. The bull
didn't come into the China
shop—but a whirlwind got loose

By KATIIRVN IIUTCIIINSON

Students Owe Sum
Of $41.44 To Library

t Can Anyone Tell?

with the supply.
There are anguished screams
for help and deliverance.
"Somebody help me!—I don't
think of anything but—sweet and
lovable—I"
"How about - - selfish and unlovable?"
"You're a great help I must
say. Why don't you make yourself useful and hand me that
ruler over there?"
"What would be good for the
Northern Neck Club?"
"How about the Northern Neckera?"
•What's that I smell! This
room is not big enough to hold
that—Throw her out!"
"What shall I do now!"
"You might start indexing pictures."
"Ouch!"
Of course, this is the week end
that half the staff has decided to
go home. Everyone who was still
here to lend a hand did anything
and everything. The business
staff exerted its orderly brain

Watts Elected Head
Of ACE for '44 Term

the Commencement address at
Farmvillc on Tuesday, June 1.
Mr. T. A. McCorkle, program
chairman announced this week.
The Baccalaureate sermon on
Sunday. May 30. will be delivered
by the Right Reverend William
A. Brown. Bishop of the Diocese
of Southern Virginia.
Governor Darden. a native of
Norfolk, was on this campus
January 27, when the students observed War Emphasis Day. He is
a graduate of the University of
Virginia and has also degrees
from Columbia.
Bishop Brown received his D. D.
degree at Virginia Seminary, and
his 1,1, D. from Roanoke College.
He was ordained bishop of Southern Virginia in 1937.
Class Day exercises are scheduled for Monday, May 31, at
which time Winifred Wright,
historian of the class of '43. will
give a brief history of the class,
and Nancye Allen, giftorian, will
present the members of the class
with mementos of their college
days. Other parts of the Class
Day program include the traditional daisy chain formed by the
seniors and their little sisters following the morning program In
the auditorium, and the customary lantern parade with the same
group at night.
Helen Wiley Hardy, of Farmville, will deliver the valedictory
address on Commencement Day.
June 1. Helen Wiley was selected
first honor graduate on the basis
of her scholastic record which is
the highest in the class. Second
honor graduate is Susie Moore, of
Richmond, who will deliver the
salutatory address to open the
Commencement program.
Further plans for the program
have not yet been announced.

Ford Assumes Duties
As Pan-Hel Prexy
Jane Ford. Junior from Martinsville, incoming president of the
Panhellenlc Council as the representative of Alpha Sigma Tau,
announces the members of the
Association for next year. Jane
succeeds Sarah Wade Owen. Evelyn Faw. the Theta Sigma Upsllon representative, will serve as
vice-president of the council.
Alice Nichols of Phi Zeta Sigma, has been appointed secretary, and Frances Craddock. representing Sigma Sigma Sigma,
will take over the duties of treasurer. Carol Diggs. Gamma Theta.
will serve as chairman of publicity, and Julia Eason, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, as Keeper of Records Shirley Cruser, Mu Omega,
will assume the duties of Program Chairman, and Frances Lee
Hawthorne of Pi Kappa Sigma.
ha. been
appointed Rushing
Chairman.

Miss Janet Cameron
To Demonstate Talk
Miss Janet Cameron, state food
and nutrition specialist at V.P.I,
will speak Wednesday April 21
at 8:00 p. m. in the large auditorium.
Miss Cameron is sponsored by
the Home Economics Club and
the consumer education group of
the war council. Her talk will be
based on the physical fitness program's slogan. "Sound Body and
Sound Mind". 8he will demonstrate how food makes a differn the above slogan.
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Freedom of Speech

ELLA BANKS WEATHERS
JANE WARING RUPFIN
MARY ST. CLAIR BUOO

Editor-ln-Chicf Getting a . . .
Managing Editor
Business Manager

Associate Managers
MARY STERRETT
Advertising Manager
RUTH BROOKS
Circulation Manager
JANE FORD
Head Typist
Associate Editors
VIRGINIA TREAKLE
News Editor
FAY BYRD JOHNSON
Feature Editor
SHIRLEY PIERCE
Sports Editor
JANE SMITH
Social Editor
Assistant Editors
SARA JEFFREYS
Photographic Editor
ALICE WOODING
Proof Editor
Business Assistants
Helen Cobbs. Lillian Elliot, Elizabeth Gates. Mary
Wood House, Lucille Lewis. Betty Overcash.
Margie Pierce.
Staff Assistants
Mary Franklin Woodward. Martha Patterson. Clara
Moses. Margaret Orange. ML J. Leavitt, Pat
Maddox. Margaret Mish, Gladys Wilson, Betty
Cock, Kathryn Hutchinson. Louise Bell. Virginia Sedgley. Nell Holloway. Lelia Holloway.
Virginia Radogna, Loline Warner, Bobbie Scott.
have to leave his wife and child behind him.
A purge as a form of carbolic acid would
include the wife and child."
"/ see." The dark youth looked admiring, but shivered slightly. "On the one hand,
then, there is freedom of speech and on the
oilier this fatal acid you call a purge. The
two cannot exist together in the same country. The people of the earth can take their
choice, but you and I can succeed only where
we persuade them to choose the purge. They
would be brainless to make such a choice—
utterly brainless!"
The painter spoke to the landlord:
"That fellow seems to be some sort of
shady character, rather a weak one. Do you
know him?"
"Yes and no," the landlord
replied.
He's an and out, mainly after dark. One
meets all sorts of people in the Brenner
Pass. You might run across him here again,
yourself, someday. I don't know his whole
name, but I have heard him called 'Benito,'
my dear young Herr Hitler."
(Ed. Note: This is the fourth and last
in the series of Five Freedoms, written by
famous writers, and contributed by The
Saturday Evening Post.

Slant on Things

Scene on Campus...
The United States Senators remain deep in the throes of postwar arguments. The object of
their verbal javelins at present is
the World After: whether or not
it should have the protection of a
police force. There should be no
argument here. It is obvious that
the earth has not become a neighborhood in which men can greet
each other on the Main Street
corner each morning and stop for
a confidential chat. Those who
say that the world has shrunk to
a convenient size for sugar borrowing across the back fence are
deceiving themselves. The old distances between places and minds
remain the same. No United States
senator can superimpose that with
arguments of any sort.
Yet that is what they wlro do
not advocate a post-war police
force atempt to do. They evidently fail to realize that some discipline will be needed in the world
which follows this was as it lias
been needed in those which followed all others. It is consoling
to know that the head of the History Department on this campus
advocates this doctrine of postwar discipline, for in a plan for a
post-war federation of nations
which he recently submitted to an
organization on campus one of the
ten essentials he listed was that
of a police force, which would
have power to inflict punishment
when necessary.
—J. C. 8.

Letter To The Editor
April 13. 1943 over in college and in later life
Dear Editor:
because going to service was alProm my several visits tol ways a duty, always a chore, the
Parmville, my many acquaintan-; thing to do in the eyes of our
People grow by doing,
ces there, and from reading ■ your' neighbors.
by participating. The church
school's publications I was tre- should offer such a program that
mendously impressed by the ap-1 would stimulate interest, so that
preciation of and interest in' one would wish to go. to partireligion at the State Teachers cipate in the thrilling experience
College. The Editorial in the of being a Christian.
March 31st Rotunda, "To Thine I realize that there is not much
Own Self Be True", jolted me. entertainment in Parmville on a
made me wonder if my opinion Sunday evening. Church is the
was superficial, too hastily form- best place to be. if you are there
ed. I thought maybe religion at because of your own volition and
Parmville had disintegrated into not just "to obey the letter of the
Salvation by keeping the letter law". You students are in atof the law; by strict church at- tendance at a great educational
tendance; that morality had institution, and it's your Job to
superceded Christianity at State! put your theory into practice, to
Teachers College, (as it has done cooperate with your local religious
in most of the Protestant South.) education authorities and plan
The editorial is too much con- such an appealing prog-.am that
cerned with the effect of the girl's no one will leave before the serand date's departure from church mon is over.
upon the good name of the school.
St. Paul's great fight (Jesus'
Realizing it breaks one of your also) was with people trying to
many rules I should say the sin. win salvation by keeping the letif any was committed, was in- ter of the law. by men trying to
difference or disrespect to the lift themselves up to heaven by
worship of God. It was better their own bootstraps.
"Justithat they should leave before the fication is by faith and by faith
sermon began than in the middle in Christ evoked through the
of it!
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ."
Which would bring a question
Please forgive my boldness. I
to my mind: "Is it sound modern think you are on the "right track
Christian Education to insist that but wrong tack."
a girl drag her date to church
Vours truly.
on a Sunday evening?" Drag is
Murray Kenney
a spontaneous appropriate colloVirginia Theological Seminary
quialism! People cast the church
Alexandria. Virginia

Parable by Booth Tarkington
In a small chalet on the mountain road
from Verona to Innsbruck, two furtive
tourists sat. pretending not to study each
other. Outdoors, the great hills rose in
peace that summer evening in 1912; indoors
the two remaining patrons, both young, both
dusty from the road, sat across the room
from each other, each supping at his own
small table.
We Abhor
We Adore
(Here in the secluded chalet the two
Janice
Wells:
Two-faced
people
Just Parmville
strangers sat talking, sharing their ideas,
Pat Gibson: Rate, and bath-tubs Horseback riding
many of which were singularly alike.)
without stoppers.
"Imagine a ma'p." The painter ate a grape.
Janet Sollenberger: The Rec
Going to Charlottesville
"Put yourself in England, for instance, and
Listen to the Mockingbird who Katherine Tindall: Meals in the Going home week-ends
dining hall
mocks people who are so possesput me and my dazzling ideas into that
sive that they wouldn't let O. P. Bobby Bin h;inlion: Snakes girl- Getting away from here
polyglot zoo, the United States of America.
snakes
share their 4-F's at Pan Hels . . .
. . . and me best"!!
You in England can bellow attacks on the
Blue Orchids to Rosemary for that M. J. l/eavltt: "I like you least
Chicken dinners
attractive date of tier's . . . Can It Catherine Lambert: Cabbage
government till you wear out your larynx,
Be Wrong for third finger left Gwen Slit-Kht: Girls hollering out History
and some people will agree with you and
in the halls; English themes
handers to date attractive lieusome won't, and that is all that would haptenants from Pickett? . . . The Margaret Goodwin: Flirtin' and Ooin' home!
sleeping on the floor
Some Old Story of B. Read snakpen. In America I could do the same. Do
ing. This time it was the groom. Lillian Barnes: Sleeping on curlers Mail in the box
you not agree?"
Send Me One Down Roses—to Isabelle Ransone: Being on camp- Sleeping through the classes
us
Mary Lou Dondley, but only re"Certainly," the journalist said. "In
Jane Bentley: Rec, classes, and the Week-ends
cently
did
she
discover
who
her
those countries the people create their own
10:30 bell
secreta admirer is—but she liked
governments. They make them what they
the roses! ... Oh Promise Me will Jean MacChreits: First period Free periods and the Tea Room
classes and the infirmary
soon be the words of Kitty and P.
please, and so the people really are the govGinny Radogna: Room inspection Week-ends
T.
Best
wishes,
too
...
I
Must
ernments. They let anybody stand up and
The sports up here
Have One More Kiss Kiss Kiss- Faith Weeks: Dating facilities
say what he thinks. If they believe he's said
even
if the Rec does not afford Nancy Wessels: The food and dis- Mrs. McCoy
By Virginia Kent Sedgley
appointing phone calls
one the greatest privacy, Kitty and
something sensible, they vote to do what he
The first year's anniversary seems to be Charlie don't seem to mind.
Faye Johnson: House Council rules Taking a bath ... and J. R,
suggests. If they think he is foolish they
Mail . males
There's Something About a Sol- Virginia Treakle: Rules
popular with Uncle Sam. A year after
vote no. Those countries are poor fields for
Ruth Garrison: Catty girls and Ice cream on Sundays, and letters
dier,
and
Lelia
Dowell,
Marilyn
Pearl Harbor the real extent of the damage
alarms going off.
from Bill
Bell, and Betty Black well agree!
such as you and me, because why conspire
done there was made public. Now, a year Just ask them about "Ronald Rea- Betty Ellis: The inconsideration of Library Hall and stuffed animals
in a wine cellar to change laws that permit
dates; they're treated as conafter the bombing of Tokyo, Shangri-la is gan" and his friends . . . Betty B.
themselves to be changed openly?"
victs
and
Hannah
Lee
might
know
revealed as an airplane carrier or carriers.
Getting the whole hall up for
something about these uniformed Dot Gelston: Saturday classes
"Exactly." The water-color painter smilFrom a standpoint of planes lost and dam- boys, too—then there was Sara
breakfast and my allowance
ed his faint strange smile. "Speech is the
age done, the rail was not particularly suc- Wade with six more . . . They Mary Allen Hoge: Distance be- Midnight snacks
expression of thought and will. Therefore,
tween week-ends
cessful. Several planes came down in China 8ay that Prances Wentzel, over- Joan Carter: Getting up before 5 Eatin" and slcepin'
looking Brook's recent fire-chief
freedom of speech means freedom of the
and were captured, one, at least, was in- escape, was more than consoled
p. m.
people. If you prevent them from expressterned by the Russians. However, from the by the weighty gardenia corsage Budgie Butzner: Silk stockings Bull sessions
ing their will in speech, you have them enhanging on the line
viewpoint of morale lifting of the Ameri- he sent' her Saturday night.
chained, an absolute monarchy. Of course,
As Times Goes By, you'd think
cans and morale shattering of the Japs, the
nowadays \w who chains the people is call- raid was a complete success. We wouldn't that Lady's USO line. "Now tell
Campus Camera
me about your fine city" would
ed a dictator."
wear
out
.
.
.
Dawn
has
Gobs
of
mind seeing more Tokyo raids, but not at
"My friend!" the dark young man ex- the loss of American life as was suffered Love for the Navy these days—
and Addison is looking mighty fine
claimed. "We understand each other. But last year.
Continued on Page 3
where men cannot speak out. they will whisThe English woman can now see our
per. You and I will have to talk out of the screen idol in the flesh. Captain Clark
sides of our mouths until we have c>tali
Gable is "somewhere in England" and will
lished the revolutions we contemplate. Eor probably function as a gunnery instructor.
a moment, suppose us suceessl'ul. We are
Yesterday, Tuesday, April 20, was Herr
dictators, let us say. Then in our turn do Hitler's 51th birthday. The United States
By LOUISE BELL
we permit no freedom of speech? If we people are sending greetings with bonds,
Tonight at 9 o'clock the new
don't, men will talk out of the sides of their bombs, and bullets. "Happy Birthday, Ad- Y. W. committees will meet for
the first time with the new commouths against us. So they may overthrow
olf, we hope that next year this time we can mittee heads. The places of the
us in turn. You see the problem?"
give you the traditional birthday spankings various meetings will be posted
"Yes. my friend. Like everything else, il
on the Y bulletin board. Freshourselves."
men have signed up for the comis simple. In America or England, so long
Rommel seems to be receiving Hitler's mittee some time ago and the
as governments actually exist by means of
birthday spankings in Africa. Perhaps I upperclassmen indicated their defreedom of speech, you and I could not even should say Von Arnim as it is pretty well sires yesterday.
There will be an Easter Sunget started; and when we shall have become
recognized that Rommel is no longer in Af- rise service at Longwood on Sunmasters of our own countries, we shall not
rica but is directing the battle from Europe. day morning planned by the
be able to last a day unless we destroy freeThis column has been criticized for mak- Freshman Committee. The studom of speech. The answer is this: we do ing a crack at the WAACs. 1 think the com- dents will meet In the Rotunda
at 6 a. m.
destroy it."
ment was that we wondered if they would
Dr. Mlms was the guest speaker
"But how?"
haunt llampden-Sydney like the Pickett today at the first open Association meeting. The YWCA was
"By means of a purge."
men flock around S. T. C. No personal ofof the organizations which
"Purge?" The word seemed new to the fense was meant. I'm sure that everyone one
helped sponsor Dr. Mims on the
journalist. "What is that'.'"
recognizes the fact that the WAACs are do- campus.
The Canterbury Club Ls continOnce more was seen the water-color ing a tine work. However, it is one of our
HARVARD'S OLDEST FAMILY
uing
discussions each Sunday
painter's peculiarly icy smile. "My friend, privileges as Americans to have a little fun night at
WILFRED HETza, UN) v
LEVERETT SALT0NSTALLET.'59. SON OF THE
the Episcopal Rectory.
OF MINNESOTA TRICK SHOT
GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS WAS THE
if I had a brother who talked against me, at their expense without becoming malicious Last week the discussion was led
ARTIST, MADE 97 OUT OF
II* SALTONSTALL TO RECEIVE A HARVARD DEby
Dick
Anderson
of
Hampdeneither out of the side of his mouth or the No one recognizes this more than the
100 BASKETS STANDING
GREE THE CHAIN BEGAN WrTH HENRIOJS WHO
Sydney, and centered around
ON HIS LEFT LEG AND
WAS A MEMBER OF HARVARDS FIRST CLASS /
front of it. and lives to run away, he might WAACs themselves.
WTH ONE EVE CLOSED /
plans for a Christian future.

"Snoop" Snoops

Gleanings

% "f
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Jones Clashes to Red and White Victory In Juniors, SophsMeet
Annual Ping Pong Contest; Pierce Runnerup In Hockey Clash;
Red and White triumphed a
first place victory in the annual
ping-pong tournament between
the colors when Lucille Jones,
freshman from Staunton, Virginia
clashed her way to a top place.
The tournament, under the management of Dottie Sue Simmons.
has been in program for many
Weeks and the deadline closed last
Wednesday. April 14.
Contestants were arranged according to halls and three groups
were scheduled to play in three
areas: Cunningham Hall. LibraryMain, and Whitehouse, Student
buildings. As the contest progressed, winner of Cunningham
Hall was Shirley Pierce, from
Whitehouse; Student, Lucile Jones
placed first, and Catherine Lambert defeated all representing
library-Main. These three top
players played matches: Jones defeating Lambert in the semifinals
and Pierce in the finals 21-16. 1621. 21-17.
This marks a change from previous years of color leads in pingpong. Last season Bernice LaFtorce, freshman from Charlottesville claiming victory for green
and white, held the ping pong title
with Helen Mcllwaine. a four-year
winner.
Bed and White will receive 10
points toward the color cup points
for a top win in the event for
this season. Two contests were
not scheduled this year, a fall and
a spring, but one large tournait awarding 10 points.

War Council
Continued from Page 1
Olen Anne Patterson, freshman
from Winston-Salem. N. C. who
was recently elected Campus
League chairman. Prances Lee
Hawthorne. Y president, and Myrtle Lee Holt, president of the class
of '45, will also serve on the War
Council
The Ritual group will be led
by Hannah Lee Crawford. Junior
from Parmville. succeeding Ella
Marsh Pilkinton.
The War Finance committee
chairman has not been appointed.
This position was held by Helen
Wiley Hardy this year.
The newly appointed members
not officially take over the
Council duties until next fall,
will serve on the council in
the capacity of assistants for the
remainder of the year.

5;

May Day—

M. J. LEAVITT
there will be no confusion at the

end of the year.
Green-White Leads Courts Open to All
Congratulations to the student Life Saving—
Tie Points 5
body for attending May Day pracA course of Senior Life-Saving
tices so regularly. Miss Kauzlarich
In Color Cup Roll Who Wish to Enter For Both Colors
is now given to those girls who
and the May Day committee are are advanced swimmers. Classes
Concluding the final game of working hard to make it a success. are held every Monday. Wednesit up. girls, and you will
35 to Red's 30
Tennis Tourney the hockey clash between the! Keep
day, and Thursday night. Everycome out on top.
1

The traditional color cup which
now displays red and white ribbons
will soon have another year added to its record at S. T. C. For
many years the sports program at
Parmville has been arranged so as
to give competition between the
classes according to their colors.
Each year has brought a streamer
of either Red and White ribbons
or Green and White colors to represent the winners for the season.
This year of events has shown a
year of action from all classes
with many participants representing the many activities offered at
Farmville. Despite the fact that
Red and White now holds the colors on the cup. keen competition
from the Green and White may
break the past several years record and new colors may don the
cup!
At present Green and White
leads 35 to 30 in the color cup
race! Three sports are left in the
running and these will decide the
fate of the shiny cup placed so
carefully on the mantle in the Rotunda. They are archery, tennis,
and softball. If your activity is in
any of these particular sports,
here's your chance to make a goal.
Points received so far are:
Red and White

Pts.

Hockey
Class Swimming
Varsity
Class Volleyball (tie)
Ping Pong

5
10
5
5
5

Total

30

Green and White

Pts.

Hockey
Honorary Varsity
Class Basketball
Varsity
Volleyball (tie)

6
5
5
10
5

Total
35
Thus, this 21st day of April, six
weeks until the end of classes, the
color cup stands awaiting its colors for the next season. Which
will they be—Red and White—or
Oreen and White?

April 26—May I
Time

Place

Mass Rehearsal
4-6
In front of library
Tuesday, April 27
Mass Rehearsal
4-6
....
In front of library
Wednesday, April 28
Mass Rehearsal
3:30-6
. In front of library
with orchestra and chorus
Thursday. April 29
Mass Dress Rehearsal
2:50-6
In front of library
with orchestra and chorus
Friday. April 20
Mass Dress Rehearsal
2:50-6
In front of library
Saturday, May 1—
MAY DAY
(Everyone must be dressed by 4)
(Note—In case of rain, practices will be held in the gym. All
classes will be excused on Thursday and Friday afternoons.)

EASTER STYLES
VISIT OUR STORE NOW
See the new things that have
the look you like:

H\TS, SHOES, DRESSES
COAT, And SUITS
And the CORRECT Accessories

BALDWIN'S

Ruth Dugger. manager of tennis, has not yet set the date for
tennis tournament. There is a paper in the bulletin board for girls
who are interested.
Some of the girls who have
signed up are Anne Garnett (senior), Frances Quillen i senior i,
Frances Parham I senior), Anne
Payne 'soph), Helen
Wilson
• soph), Bobbie Scott isoph). and
Cathy Lambert 'freshman).
Most of the courts are being used for Physical Fitness classes until six o'clock. Therefore, they will
not be able to be used until that
time, unless there is a free court.
One hour is the playing limit.

'Discover America'
Continued from Page 1
that the "ship of state still sails
on—a fitting symbol of a great
nation at war".
To know America, one must
know the song of America, the
head of the English department
at Vanderbilt University stated.
He regreted that the song selected
as our national anthem is so difficult for most people to sing, and
that neither the words nor the
music can be classed as great.
And were it not for its northern
origin, making it unacceptable to
so many southerners. Dr. Mims
believes that Julia Ward Howe's
"Battle Hymn of the Republic",
would make a fitting composition
for our national anthem. "It
has." he stated, "the happiest
combination of words and music
of any of our patriotic songs."
"By studying American history," he continued, "we are able
to discover America to even a
greater extent." Threugh such a
study we become familar with the
forces that have assisted the
growth of sectionalism and with
those that have been helpful in
maintaining a spirit of nationalism. He enumerated a list of the
causes of sectionalism, ranging
from the clashing religious beliefs
of the settlers in various colonies
in the 17th century to the infiltration of foreigners in the present day. In contrast he offered
the aids to nationalism, including a common language from the
first and a list of the great men
who have been not Southerners
or Northerners or Westerners but
Americans.
Concluding with the field with
which he in most familar. Dr.
Mims told the audience how to
discover the real America through
her literature. Through literature,
he stated, we become acquainted
with all the aspects of a nation—
her physical background, her
physical background, her songs,
her history, her national Ideals,
her people. Three great nationalists were selected by the lecturer
to represent the entire nation in
their various works, James Russell Lowell, from the North, Sidney Lanier. the South, and Walt
Whitman, the nation as a whole.
Dr. Mims ended his talk with
a spirit of hopefulness for the
future of this country, quoting an
obscure poet In saying that regardless of what Fate has in
store for America, it will be great,
because she has built herself on
a strong foundation.
Dr. Mims continued his talks to
the student body today in chapel
and in the afternoon. He is sponsored on this campus by Boerc
Eh Thorn. Alpha Phi Sigma, Kappa Delta Pi, and the Y. W. C. A.

College Shoppe
Try our delicloui
SANDWICHES
And Plate Lunches
FILMS DEVELOPED AND
PRINTED
85c Per Role

Southside Drug Store

*■

By MARGARET ORANCE And

Each Scores Once

MAY DAY PRACTICE SCHEDULE
Monday. April 26

vSportspourri

classes, the Red and White Jun-!
iors met the Green and White | Physical Fitness—
sophomores last Thursday after- \
noon for the final game. Both | During rainy days the girls takteams, ready for action, traveled ing physical fitness out of doors,
down the field all eager to have, may make up by swimming. There
their team score and secure a will be slips to sign at the pool.
goal. The junior reds plunged These are to be Riven to Miss Her,
into the green backfield and scor- who will put them on a chart so
ed a first goal against their opponents.
Ready for a return blow, the |
greens went fast into action and
turned attention on the opposite
ABOUT THE
goal and within a few minutes
had a goal which evened the
score.
Beginning of the half new effort
was forced by both groups but the
AND
ball remained from the goal box
which was closely guarded by the
full backs and goal keeper. The
game ended with no further score
by either team.
Although the hockey season officially ends with the close of the
Q. How long will my training
Fall quarter, the top-rate hockey,
period be?
team among the classes could not •
A. The training period will avbe decided at that time due to1
erage about four months.
inclement weather and a slushy
athletic field. When the freshQ. Can an enlisted woman remen bowed to the sophomores on
quest training in a particular
Thanksgiving and the seniors lost
field—for instance, radioto the junior team the following
even if she has had no preweek, a final match was on the
vious training in that field?
books for the juniors and sophoA. Yes. Bui it cannot be guarmores,
anteed that the request will
A final winner is not the junbe granted.
ior class or the sophomore class,
Q. When do I get my uniform?
but with the final game last week
the score tied 1-1. Red and white
A. After you arrive at training
thus score 5 points for the color
school. However, you should
cup and Green and White 5
bring enough civilian clothpoints.
ing for a week or two.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

WAVES

SPARS

Students Owe Library
Continued from Page 1
course of events as they return
overdue books, and the Library
Staff has no quarrel with this
substantial majority of the student body. But a number of students have been returning overdue books with apparently no intention of paying the fine they
have incurred. It should
be
noted that the library fine is not
so much a penalty for keeping the
book longer than the two week
period allowed, as it as administrative device for getting the
books back on the shelves where
other students may use them.
Books can always be renewed for
another two weeks for an indefinite number of times if there is
no other demand for the book.
Drastic steps such as these have
never before been resorted to but
the failure of so many students
to pay the fines they have incurred makes it necessary to publish personal names to be held
up before all the school as those
who have deprived their fellow
students of their fair and rightful chance to use library books
and materials.

Q. What will my hours be at
training school?
A. The hours will depend on
the school you attend. However, they will be on a military basis. Reveille, taps, etc.

one is working earnestly and hard
to complete it before exams.
Softball—
Every night after supper softball is offered as a part of the
physical fitness program. You may
take tills to make up for some
other class you have missed. If
you don't want to take it for physical fitness come on out and Join
the fun.
Ping Pong—
The final games were played off
last Thursday night. Lucille Jones,
red and white, captured first place,
giving five points to the color cup
for her colors. Shirley Pierce was
runner up. This is the first time
in several years that red and
white has won a ping pong tour,
nament.

J. J. Newberry Co.
5-10-25c Stores
Choice of Many
Students In S. T. C.

Brooklawn Stationery
10c package
Write home often
or to friends in the
service

PATRONIZE
PATTERSON'S
The Complete Drug
Store
CLEAN FOUNTAIN

Stationery, Candy
Prescriptions are our
specialty
PATTERSON'S
DRUG CO., INC.
238 Main St.

Comes Marching Home Libby J.
will be one happy gal . . . What's
New—Joscelyn and the pretty Bob
—a new twosome this week-end
Nancye Belle is gonna have the
"Mad About Him. \i<l Without
Him, Blues" while hubby Winston
is away . Let's <Jet Lost—in New
York, on a fine night, with a Duke
man—O. K. Hutter? . . . Who Do
Buy Costume Jewelery
You Think You An??, you H-SC To Match the New Spring Colors
wolves who delight in disturbing
the hard-won peace of the Rec by
so-called renditions on the piano.
Please Be Kind and RO 'way if you
aren't cute enough to get a date.

Martin the Jeweler

•HSP

Snoop, Snoop
Continued from Page 2
in his blues . . . When Johnny

Bring Your Clothes
For Prompt Service
to

KLEANWELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE
Here's what you've always wanted. Guide books to the lives and
Recorded Music of (ireat CnmpoxTCIIAIKOWSKY
WAGNER
MOZART
BEETHOVEN
BACH
BRAHMS

Wilson's Firestone
Store
311 West Third Street

NO DARLING, that question does not refer to
an unfortunate accident with an airplane.
"Shot down in flames" is soldier slang for
being given the heave-ho by a girl. In a word,
jilted.

^'s

WHAT

^eioss mus
Your fingernails, decked owl in on* of
the twenty ravishing shade* of DuraGloss, will keep their mirror-smooth
beauty longer
(Dura Closi contains
Chrvitallyne, o special clinging ogenl
that makei the polish resist chipping
longer.) Start doing your fingernails
with Dura-Gloss lodayl

DURA-GLOSS

NAIL POLISH

I 6-r
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Easter Bonnets Don Ruffles
For War-time Fashion Parade

•
SENIOR
• Sara Hardy, Ensign
• PERSONALITY • Married at Ixmgwood
Tuesday Night

They May Be Old ...
Hut There Is No Style Sacrificed
For the first time most of usfa pattern, use your originality,
will be spending Easter at school, and presto, a new Easter bonnet,
to attend church in our spring | If you are still ambitious you
Imery here rather than at home. might whip up a bag or gloves to
That won't we hope, dim the Eas- match.
And it all goes to show that beter parade for us. But the purpose
of this is to suggest some new cause you were patriotic in buyideas for Easter bonneteers who ing war stamps and had no
have not yet secured that allur- "filthy lucre'' left for a new hat,
ing and essential part of a wom- there is still no excuse for your
not joining the S. T. C. Easter
an's costume.
The prime essential of an Eas- parade.
ter bonnet seems to be that it is
new. This year we are learning
ii..a things don't have to be new
to be good, and goodlooking.
There are such things as old finery that still looks like a million.
And that's what we are trying to
Washington. D. C—The United
MARGARET Ml-.ll
put across—how to make that old States Treasury through the WoPast President
iincry into something that puts men's Section of the War Savings
o) the House Council
spring in your step and the smile Stall is calling on the combined
A minute form hustles down the
on your face that should accom- efforts of the students in women's darkened hall and all is well . . .
pany the wearing of new clothes. colleges to promote extra bond Miggie" is abroad and it is
Eust of all, climb up on a chair and stamp buying during the Sec- "Lights Out" time. Her footsteps
and pull down from your closet ond War Loan drive, which opens do not bring fear, however, but a
shelf all the hats that you pos- April 12.
welcome visitor with a characterrcgardless of color or variety.
Every War Stamp and Bond | istic charm and friendliness,
Pick the color that goes with your bought or sold by college students | Miggie has shown her ability
Easier «nscmble and remove all will help -Outfit the Outfit" which, in all the tasks she has underthe feathers and fuss. And here's is the program for women In this j taken since her Freshman year
When you become creative. Re- drive.
when she found expression for
number, all Lilly Dache lias is a
"College women today, continu- her musical interest in Choral
couple of year's more experience! ing their education in a world at Club and A'Capella Choir. She
Shape is one important thing war. have a great responsibility was Hall President and treasurer
about hats that varies little with toward the men forced to leave the of the House Council her Sophoseasons so you can easily use the campus for the battlefield," Miss more year and secretary her Junoriginal shape. If, however, you Harriet Elliott, associate field di- ior year. She has been active
au the adventureous type, take rector of the Women's Section, on the Rotunda staff and is a
I pair of scissors and snip and War Savings Staff, points out. "It member of the Cotillion Club and
felts hats can always be reshaped doesn't matter bow little you can Gamma Theta Sorority. In her
with u little water and a warm do. do the most you can. And Junior year she was recognized
iron. Try making a small pillbox when the men you have helped to [ by Alpha Kappa Gamma for quafrom the crown of an old hat. equip have won the peace, you in lities of leadership and service
After you have cut the brim off, turn will have personal peace be- which she typifies. She was cited
bind the edges with a gay ribbon. cause you have sacrificed and con- in "Who's Who Among Students
There are, you know, a dozen tributed. Join this battle of dol- in American Universities and Colways to decorate a pillbox—with ars: help make the Second War leges" this year.
flowers ov.er your ears in the Loan drive a financial victory."
We remember Miggie valiently
oiienlial fashion, with a wispy
Students are joining with other trying to keep peace and quiet
veil, with jeweled clips, and so on women in their "Outfit the Out- on "Ritzy Row" . . . selling candy
far into the night.
fit" program in meeting the 300 and nabs . . . peddling doughOr if you possess a sailor, try million dollar goal—their quota in nuts . . . washing sweaters . . .
putting a piece of pleated ruffling the drive—to ouflt 2 million fight- setting hair . . . loving to eat and
around the brim. Lt freshens up ing mail. Outfitting one soldier cook food . . . covering her feelthat drabness and make it spring - costs $154.95. a sailor $96.40. and ings with friendly sarcasm . . .
timey enough for any occasion. a marine $155.94. For every dollar covering her pessimism by laughs,
Or you might try binding the brim invested in War Bonds a steel hel- looking so well-groomed . . . helpwith a bright ribbon of material met can be bought for a soldier. ing the sick and wounded . . . getto match your Easter frock. You For quarters converted into War ting ready to study . . . leaving a
have even seen hats with buttons Stamps, fighting men can be sup- place at Farmville and in our
sewed around the brim.
plied with first-aid kits which hearts that will be hard to fill.
Vogue featured for this spring may well save a life.
She will be found next year . . .
cotton hats, small, simple, and
Like the cast-off nylon stockings Teaching in Rockbridge county?
easy to make. If time allows and that come down in the sky as par- . . . Working in V. M. L. library?
you have nimble fingers, why not achutes, spring sweater-and-skirt . . Defending our country in the
try one of these? You can buy money will turn up on the fight- Waves? . . . House-mothering a
ing fronts as field jackets, mess W. & L. Fraternity ? ? ?
kits and Marine haversacks. "Our
American girls are not bystanders
in this war," says Miss Elliott.
Continued from Page 1
During this drive their brothers
The last practices will be held on and their friends in the armed
Thursday and Friday afternoons forces will know that they are doLouise McCorkle, of Farmville.
from 2:50 to 6 p. m. This will be ing their share."
was selected to head the local
rnhnaiml and all costumes must
chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma at
be ready by Thursday. Dr. Jara recent meeting to replace Jac
man has announced that all classHardy. Dora Jones will serve as
es after 2:50 p. m. will be MBUMd 41
vice-president, replacing Shirley
Continued from Page 1
on Thursday and Friday. All
Turner. Betty Bridgeforth was
those participating in May Day no dance for them in Farmville. selected corresponding secretary,
are asked to report at 4 p. m. on Various organizations have sent j and" Louise" Bell" wlii""assume"The
Saturday. The Plantation group girls and refreshments on these duues of recording secretary.
Swanee Tap, Pickaninny Tap. occasions.
Lucy Manson was elected treasand B, C, and D, Square Dance
No girl is allowed to participate urer, and Frances Craddock. PanGroups will dress in the Brow- in U. S. O. activities unless she hellenic representative.
sing Room. The May Court, A has on file a complete and written
Group, Club, and Fundamentals permission from her parents or
will dress in the Audio-Visual guardian.
Room. In case of ram, the above
Many organizations on the
Continued trom Page 1
pnottoM "i" tit tMU i» the Bym campus have contributed to the
Instead of out of doors.
Keneral fund of the college U. S. the proof came. Then more headThe streets will be roped off in O. committee. Among them are the aches. But now—at long last—
front of the library for spectators, Athletic Association, $10: Dramat- rest, peace for the staff and when
and two hundred fifty seats have ic Club. $10; Junior Class. $50; the finished product returns even
been KM rved for parents and fac- H20 Club. $10; Cotillion Club. $15; the lowliest member of the staff
ulty members.
l'.in-lK'llcmc Council $15; Alpha will swell with pride—T wrote
Girls are asked to please be on Sigma Tau. $5; Phi Zeta Sigma. that caption"—"That's my work"
time for all practices There will $5; Theta Sigma L'psilon. $5; Mu
be one pawn t" check | 11 DM
a. $10: Pi Kappa Sigma. $5;
Mill at each dance If it i ill Alpha Sigha Alpha. $10; and Sig- Jeffreys, Lucy Manson, Mildred
lac Parden, Emily Carper,
solutcly in.rv.iiA for anyone to ma sigma Sigma. $15.
Martha Higgins. Pat Garth, Maribe absent, sec Winifred Wright
Since there is no fund to pro- lyn Bell. Ophelia Whittle, and
or Patsy Connelley. who will lx> vide them. Hi,. Collate RecreaLucy Harvie. Miss Leola Wheeler
lheir to OhOOk rolls. If il
tion Committee applies sugar,
i v for I Kill to drop out at <rram. OOfftt Ping-pong balls serves as advisor for the group.
this late date, she must be re- cards, victrola records, soap, and
sponsible for seeing that someone
Mu (inter.
will take her place
This II her
Other contributions include a
responsibility and not that of card table from the Cotillion Club,
the chaiim.m
a radio limn Alpha Kappa GamTh.
an Annr Film on
ofa and chair from Dramatic
the Ma\ l'av DOmmlttM arc lios- Club, poster, maps, and a shuffl.ahe Rogers. I>usmi\s.s manager; board oourl from Ounma Pal and
Winifred Wright, daiispni lai ion
utensils, and misCharlotte Grecley. OOBtUH
'.'11.iiu mis items from other orMoore, staging and propniii
nani/at ions.
and Hetty Sexton chairman of
On the committee are Margaret
AND NOVELTIES—SEE
the dance commit tec Miss Emily j Kitchen. Margaret Bowling, Elsie
GIFT. TOYS, CARDS
Kiu/laneh of the Physical Edu-'stosscll. Ada Clair Snyder. Lily
cation Department is the facultyIBee Gray, Patsy Connelly, cBtty
.KKIII for May Day.
jSextoii. Jane Wai ing Rufflll. Sara

II. S Treasury Asks
Women's Colleges
To Promote Drive

May Day Practices

McCorkle, Jones
Lead Sigma Sorority

USO Activities

Virginian

SHANNON'S
Happy Easter
Greetings

Rose's For Easter

Rose's 5-10-25c Store

The marriage of Sara Matthews
Hardy, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
T. G. Hardy, of Farmville, and
granddaughter of Dr. J.L. Jarman.
president of the college, and Ensign Charles Armistead Blanton.
son of Dr. and Mrs. Wyndham
Blanton. of Richmond, took place
last night at 7:30 o'clock at Longwood. The Rev. H. Conrad Blackwell performed the ceremony.
Miss Hardy, who is a member
of the junior class at the college,
was given in marriage by her
father. She wore an ivory satin
gown with fitted bodice and full
skirt with tiers of satin embroidered ruffles. Her veil fell from a
satin tiara and she carried a bouquet of gardenias, and swansonia.
Helen Wiley Hardy was her sister's maid of honor. Mary Blanton, the gloom's sister, was the
only other attendant. They wore
blue taffeta gowns with fitted bodices and bouffant skirts and
carried arm bouquets of red tulips
and roses.
Fran McFaden Blanton. of the
University of Virginia, and brother of the groom, was best man.
Following the ceremony a reception was held for the guests
after which Ensign and Mrs. Blanton left for a short wedding trip.
After April 25 they will make their
home at Fort Lauderdale. near
Miami. Fla.. where Ensign Blanton
will be stationed with the Naval
Air Corps.

James Polls First
As Orchestra Leader

Just Looking, Thanks
The Tri Sigs. the Pi Kaps, the
Gamma Thetas, the ASA's, the
AST's, the Mu's. the Phi Zet's.
and the Theta Sigs and guests
had their annual formal Saturday night with music by Freddie Lee and decorations by the
pledges.
Intermission featured
parties in all the chapter rooms.
Dates came from far and wide.
Some of them were Joscelyn Gillum, Bob Irby; Charlotte Phillips. Wright Gouldin; Ruth Garrison. Billy Lambert; Inez Jones,
Lt. M. W. E. Vento; Brookie Benton, Brian Bowen; Mary Sue
Palmer.
Douglas Bunn; Olive
Bradshaw, Steve Martin; Virginia
Ellett. Bob Wilson: Marilyn Johnson, Charles Crewes; Anne Pettis, Lynwood Vaughn; and Betty
Blackwell, Capt. Edward Gramer.
Also Nancy Watts. Bill Hanbury; Evelyn Grizzard. C. E. Taylor; Amy Read. Bill Garrett:
Caroline Burwell. Lonnie Dickens; Mary E. Grizzard. M. D Grizzard. Jr.: Lucille Lewis. Tom
Armstrong; Virginia Terrell. Howard Moore: Susan Durrett. Elmer
Schwalb; Nancy Langhorne. Lt.
Tom Langhorne; Catherine May.
Jack Mathers: Lucille Cheatam.
Ed Mosely: and Jane Ford. Harold Johnson.
Also Ella Marsh Pilkinton. Jimmy Dischinger: Kendall Nothingham. Wayne Mears: Dot Childress. Jimmy Topley;
Shirley
Turner. John VanLandingham:
Elaine Bray. A. B. Vaughn. Jr.;
Rosemary Elam. Carlton Wright;
Pagie Francis. Lt. Burke; Leona

Farmville Mfg. Co.

Moomaw, Walter Buchanan:
Frances Shackleford, Eddy Nielsen; Mildred Corvin, "Les" Andrews; Ann Jones. Bill McClur;
Billy Waid, "Ike" Proffltt. and
Sue Harper, Charles Harper.
In spite of all the gay times
to be had here some of the girls
left to take in the sites, etc., elsewhere. Betty Pat Lewis to the
dances at Randolph Macon . .' .
Gertrude Wright, Louise Bell.
Ann Darnell, Ann Geison. W. and
L. prom trotting . . . Nancy Myers
and Emily Carper, globe trotting
to Charleston to the Citadel . . .
and not to forget dear ole U. Va.
which claimed Betty Ellis and
Jane Williamson.
The marriage of Sara Cline to
Bob Dabney took place in Roanoke on Saturday night Sadie
was editor of the Rotunda her
senior year here and Bob attended Hampden - Sydney. Those
S.T.C.'ers who attended the wedding were Eleanor Wade. Lily Bee
Gray, Betty Reid. Sara Esc ham
and Mary Evelyn Pearsall.
And for a pre-Easter vacation
at home went Martha Higgins.
Frances Lee Hawthorne. Betty
Jones. Marjorie Vaughn. Sarah
Massie Goode. Elise Hume. Nancy
Wilkinson. Isobel Wilson. Lucille
Winston.
Sara Trigg.
Gwen
Thompson. Jo Shaffner. Betty
Adams. Louise Blane. Libby Bernard. Lucy Manson. Margaret
Kitchen. Ellen Ebel and Anne
Ellett.

Gray's Drug Store

MILL WORK
Pure Drugs
In a recent popularity poll conPerfumes—Toilet Articles
ducted among the student body by
Latest styles in stationery
the Rotunda, it was found that
Quality—Price—Service
Harry James is the most popular
orchestra leader on campus. RunThis is to advise that the
ning a close second was Glenn
Miller with Tommy Dorsey com- Continental Taxi & Bus Companv
ing into third place. Most students
is at your service
claimed that Harry James had If you want to go anywhere in
the best-round style, thus giving Virginia ask for information. Telhim the honored first place.
ephone 78—Edwin Cralle
Farmville. Va.
The student body preferred
Fiank Sinatra to all other male
Careful Management
vocalists while Helen OCbnner
Courteous Service
was the favorite girl singer. SecFountain Service
ond and third places respectively
went to Bob and Ray Eberly and
Visit us for the BEST
to Dinah Shore and Ginny Simms.
PHONE 63
Current campus taste preferred
sweet music, then jitterbug and
lastly Latin-American. Their favorite "sweet" orchestra batonwaver is Harry James and Glenn
Miller. T. Dorsey and Oene Krupa are the favorites of the Jitterbuggers. No one had any preference as to a Latin-American orchestra.
It was found that Freddie Lee
has proved the most popular band
leader who has appeared here at
the college for a dance. Freddie
Lee has appeared at more of the
college dances than any other local orchestra.
. In answer to a few general questions it was found that various
college organizations spend approximately $100 per band. Little
noticeable difference has been
shown In the character of the
dances here since the advent of
the war. However, the patriotic
songs are more frequently played.

Building Materials

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK

C. E. Chappell Co.

Interest paid on
Savings Deposits

DeLuxe Cleaners
Do you need some clothes
Freshened for Sprint?
Bring thrm to us!

Old shoes are made to look new
Expert Repairing
Prompt Service

Electric Shoe Shop
Next to Baptist Church

The Convenient Store
For Faculty and Student Body
Good things to eat and drink

Butcher's
(High Street)

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop
"From old to new with any shoe"
Only First Class material used
All work guaranteed

•OTTtlD UNDII AUTHOtlTY Of THl COCA-COLA COMPANY 1Y

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, (Farmville. Va.)

